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In this study, auto tuning of PID control gains in hot strip looper controller is made

based on RNN model. Neuro emulator is employed to model the characteristics of looper

dynamics. Combining neuro emulator and RNN model, auto tuning system of PID control

gains is constructed. As the inputs to RNN, plural evaluation functions which reflect indi-

vidual preference of human experts. Further, Self learning mechamism is embeded to RNN

model which enables adaptation to the change in rolling chracteristics. Through numerical

experiments, the effect of the proposed method is ascertained.

1 Introduction

In these years, plant control systems are being highly

automated. But both the performances of plant and

controller change with the passage of time, so it is nec-

essary to tune them. This is why human experts inter-

vene and tune the control system to improve the total

plant performances. In this paper, it is targeted espe-

cially to tune looper control gains in the threading of

hot strip mills. In hot strip mills, the looper height con-

trol system is set up between stands. By use of them,

the rolling operation are kept to be stable. It is usual

that the looper control system is governed by PID con-
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troller. Usually PID gains are determined by gain table

according to a variety of strip thickness and hardness,

but the optimal gain also varies with time due to the

deterioration of plant characteristics. Now, it is often

the cases that the skillful operators tune these gains.

It is necessary to tune the PID gains appropriately in

order to stabilize the looper’s behavior. In the past,

the looper control in the steady state has been widely

built up as the control technique [1]. Contrary to this,

in threading condition of the looper ’s behavior tends

to be unstable, and then human expert never fail to

intervene and stabilize the looper ’s behavior by tun-

ing PID gains and interposing manipulated variable of

looper height control system. In general, it is difficult
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to automatize human’s action because of flexibility and

diversity of his human operations not only in hot strip

rolling but also in other objects. In this paper, we try

to automatize tuning of PID gains by human. That is,

the method of using recurrent neural networks (RNN)

[2][3][4] is proposed. Because human can memorize the

past tuning results whether old or new, human’s tun-

ing action depends on past tuning experiences. RNN is

a simple mechanism generating its outputs depending

on the past data. Firstly, neuro emulation is studied to

emulate a dynamic behavior of hot strip rolling. The

obtained neuro emulator is combined with PID con-

troller to simulate the Looper height control dynam-

ics human tuned PID gains of looper control system.

Then, methods to update the RNN model by using

learning algorithm will be proposed.

2 Looper Height Control in Hot

Strip Rolling

The looper angle is determined by the difference of

strip velocities between adjacent rolling stands. In the

following, the mathematical model of looper control

in hot strip rolling, strip thickness control and looper

height control are described.

2.1 Mathematical Model for Hot Rolling

The fundamental equations for hot rolling process

are described as follows.
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where, Pi is rolling force, σ is flow stress, Hi is en-

try strip thickness, hi is exit strip thickness, Ri is roll

radius, si is roll gap, fi is forward slip ratio, bi is back-

ward slip ratio, Mi is mill modulus, and subscript i

denotes ith stand. Using fi and bi led by solving above

equations, exit strip speed vfi and entry strip speed vbi
can be obtained as follows

vfi = VRi(1 + fi) (9)

vbi = VRi(1 + bi) (10)

where VRi is the rolling velocity of ith mill.

2.2 Mathematical Model for Looper Sys-

tem

As shown in Fig. 1, the distance between mills is

L = L1 + L2，exit strip speed of ith mill is vfi ,and

entry strip speed of (i + 1)th mill is vbi+1. Assuming

L1 = L2 and θ = θ0, the strip loop angle θ can be
obtained as follows

sec θ = 1 +
1

L

Z t

0

(vfi − vbi+1)dt (11)

where the integral is started when the strip gets threads

(i + 1)th mill. The strip loop figure can be approxi-

mated as isosceles triangle. Thus, and looper angle α

is given by

sinα =
1

l

³L
2
tan θ + δ

´
(12)

Fig. 1: Looper and interstands schematics

Variables vfi, vbi, θ
0, θ,α, δ, l, L, L1, L2 are explaimed

in Fig. 1
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2.3 Mass Flow Model for Rolling veloc-

ity

Mass flow rule is used in order to determine set point

of rolling velocity. Mass flow rule can be described as

ho1VR1(1 + f1) = h
o
2VR2(1 + f2) (13)

where hoi is the desired value of strip thickness at ith
stand.

2.4 Strip Thickness Control Model

Gauge meter equation is written by

hi = si +
Pi
M

(14)

where hi, si, Pi andM are exit strip thickness, roll gap,

rolling force and mill modulus. The control scheme of

Gauge Meter AGC(Automatic Gauge Control) is given

by

∆hi = hi − hoi (15)

∆si = −ki∆hi (16)

where ki is AGC gain. AGC is started to operate soon

after the head end of strip arrives at the next stand.

3 Problem description of Looper

Control System

3.1 PID Control of Looper Angle

PID control is described as

m(t) = Kp

³
e(t) +

1

Ti

Z
e(t)dt+ Td

de(t)

dt

´
(17)

where m(t) is manipulated variable and in this case,

e(t) is error and means looper deviation, Kp is propor-

tional gain, T i is integral time, and Td is derivative

time of PID control. In simulator, PID control is used

with velocity form algorithm and lagged derivative.

un = un−1 +Kp

h
(en − en−1) +
Ts
Ti
en +∆μn

i
(18)

ηn = μn−1 +∆μn (19)

∆μn = (γβ − 1)μn−1 + β(en − en−1) (20)

β =
Td

Ts + γTd
(21)

where Ts is sampling time instance, en is error at sam-

pling instance nTs, en−1 is error at sampling instance
(n− 1)Ts. and 1

γ is derivative gain.

3.2 Inter Stands Looper Dynamics

The problem treated in this paper consists of two

stands and one looper facility between them. The

looper angle is controlled by changing rolling speed of

the upstream stand. In the following, construction of

the problem for hot strip looper height control system

will be stated.

Fig. 2 shows two stands hot strip mill system with

controllers. The block diagram showing dynamic char-

acteristics of inter stands looper are given in the lower

part of Fig. 3.

Fig. 2: Hot Strip Mill

Fig. 3: Block Diagram of Hot Strip Mill with Con-

trollers

In this paper, based on the model in Fig. 3, numerical

simulations are carried out to generate looper dynam-

ics for the construction of gain tuning system.

4 Auto Tuning of PID Gains by

RNN

The Construction of Gain Tuning System is shown

in Fig. 4. the upper part of Fig. 4 shows real plant in-

volving hot strip looper and PID controllers. The lower

part of Fig. 4 shows the proposed gain tuning mecha-
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Fig. 4: Construction of Gain Tuning System

nisms. As shown here, neuro emulator is employed to

generate emulated looper angle dynamics. The results

of emulation are estimated in estimator whose outputs

are used for the inputs to RNN model. RNN gener-

ates gains for PID controller. The parameters in neuro

emulator are updated such that whose output becomes

similar to the looper angle of hot rolling mills.

4.1 Neuro Emulator model

The structure of neuro emulator model is shown in

Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Structure of Neuro Emulation model

The inputs to a neuro emulator are time series data

of looper inputs, deviation of rolling speed, and past

Looper angles. These data are stored in data base of

looper dynamic characteristics and used for identifica-

tion and traing of connecting weights in neuro emula-

tor.

The methods of trainig connecting weights in neuro

emulator, λ
(2)
kj and λ

(1)
ji and descibed in the following

equations.

λ
(1)
ji = λ

(1)
ji +∆λ

(1)
ji 　 (22)

λ
(2)
kj = λ

(2)
kj +∆λ

(2)
kj (23)

∆λ
(2)
kj = −η1

∂E1

∂λ
(2)
kj

(24)

∆λ
(1)
ji = −η1

∂E1

∂λ
(1)
ji

(25)

∂E1

∂λ
(2)
kj

= (α̂[N ]− α[N ])y(2)j [N ] (26)

∂E1

∂λ
(1)
ji

= (α̂[N ] − α[N ])λ
(2)
kj [N ](1−

y
(2)
j [N ])y

(2)
j [N ]y

(1)
i [N ] (27)

E1 =
1

2
(α̂[n]− α[n])2 (28)

when, E1 is difference between α and α̂, η1 is gain of

traing, y
(1)
i is the output of ith neuron in the input

layer, y
(2)
j is the hidden of jth neuron in the output

layer. Thus, the looper dynamics can be represented

by neuro emulator. As show in Fig. 6, looper dynamics

can be replaced by neuro emulator. In the simulation

for gaintuning, neuro emulator is connected to looper

controller as show in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6: Replacement of looper dynamics by Neuro Em-

ulator

Fig. 7: Connecting method of neuro emulator with con-

troller
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4.2 RNN Model

The structure of RNN model is shown in Fig. 8. The

network has three layers. The first layer is the input

layer, which consist of two parts. The one is the plan

layer, which represents input evaluation value Ii(i; 1 ∼
5) respectively.

Fig. 8: Structure of RNN Model

The other is the context layer at number of rolling

of N 0, which is expressed by

ck =
N 0X
m=1

dN
0−mgk[m] ; k = 1 ∼ 3 (29)

g1 : Kp, g2 : Ti, g3 : Td (30)

where d is a positive constant and less than 1, which

means forgetting effect and N 0 is the rolling number
indicating N 0

th preceding instant. As shown in Fig. 8,

the context layer is the layer that the past output data

of RNN is stored.

Then the output of input layer is

x
(1)
i =

(
Ii if 1 ≤ i ≤ 5

ci−5 if 6 ≤ i ≤ 8 (31)

The second layer is the hidden layer, which can be

expressed as

sj =

6X
i=1

w
(1)
ji x

(1)
i ; j = 1 ∼ 6 (32)

x
(1)
0 = −1 (33)

x
(2)
j =

1

1 + e−sj
; j = 1 ∼ 6 (34)

where w
(1)
ji is the weight for the connection between ith

neuron in the input layer and jth neuron in the hidden

layer.

The third layer is the output layer, which is descrived

as follows.

sk =
3X
j=0

w
(2)
kj x

(2)
j ; k = 1 ∼ 3 (35)

x
(2)
0 = −1 (36)

gk = sk; k = 1 ∼ 3 (37)

where w
(2)
kj is the weight for the connection between

jth neuron in the hidden layer and kth neuron in the

output layer.

Control perfermances are evaluated quantatively by

using evaluation equations (38) to (42).

I1 =

Z T1

T0

| α
αo
− 1|dt (38)

I2 =

Z T

T1

| α
αo
− 1|dt, (39)

I3 =
1

T − T1

Z T

T1

t| α
αo
− 1|dt (40)

I4 = K
αover − αunder

αo
K = 10 (41)

I5 =
t

T − T1
t : settling time (42)

Evaluation value Iis(i; 1 ∼ 5) in eqs.(38) to (42) are
shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9: Evaluation value

In the learning process of RNN model, weight pram-

eters are optimised such that each evaluation value ap-

proaches to its expected value. In the learning, Sum

of the differences of evaluation values Is from their ex-

pected values Ios.

4.2.1 Method of PID Gains tuning by RNN

The structure of RNN model is updated reffering dif-

ferences of evaluation values with their aimed values.
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Details are descibed in the following.

w
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where, E2 is defined by

E2 =
1

2

5X
m=1

(Im − Iom)2 (49)

η2 is gain of traing.

4.3 Training of RNN Model

The RNN model is trained by the back propagation

algorithm (BP). BP algorithm is described as follows.

step1；initialization

The end condition of learning is determined, and ini-

tial value of weight parameters w
(1)
ji s and w

(2)
kj s are de-

termined by generating random number between 0 and

1.

step2；input and preprocessing

The evaluation values, Ii[N
0](i; 1 ∼ 5) at N 0

th rolling

are input to the plan layer and PID gains at previous

rolling number of rolling N 0 are input to the context
layer. Where input to the context layer is 0 at N 0 = 1.

step3；forward propagation

By Eqs.（29）to（37), the output x
(2)
j of hidden layer

and the output g
(3)
k [N 0 + 1] of output layer are calcu-

lated.

step4；back propagation

Eqs.(43) to (48) are used in back propagation to up-

date the RNN model.

5 Numerical Experiments

According to iteration progress, PID gains simulta-

neously approach to certain covergence values. These

convergent behaviors are shown in Fig. 10. As shown

here, PID gains Kp, Ti and Td are tuned to their opti-

mal values during iterations.

Fig. 10: Variation of PID gains during tuning

Fig. 10 shows offline gain tuning results. Vaviations

of loooper angle during tuning are shown in Fig. 11.

The looper angles shown here are calculated by neuro

emulator. As shown here, looper behavior becomes

perferable during iterations.

Fig. 11: Variation of Looper Angle(α̂) during tuning

At the same time, estimation values reach to their

objective values as shown in Fig. 12. That is, by the

effect of selt learning of RNN model, optimizations of

combining weights of RNN model are considered to be

made.
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Fig. 12: Variation of Evaluation value during tuning

Fig. 13 shows simulated looper dynamics for each

PID gains obtained by RNN model comparing emu-

lated result in Fig. 11. As shown here, with excese

of tuning, improvement of control performance is at-

tained. Apperently, simulated results show the effec-

tiveness of the proposed gain tuning method by RNN

model.

Fig. 13: Variation of Looper Angle by tuning(αo =

[30deg])

6 Conclusion

In this paper, auto gain tunig method of PID con-

troller for hot strip looper height control is proposed.

Neuro emulator is newly employed to emulate the dy-

namics of looper height dynamics during rolling. RNN

with self learing function is used to generate PID gains.

As for the inputs to RNN model, evaluation functions

of control performances are adopted which enables re-

flection of the human preferences. Throught numerical

experiments, the applicability of the proposed method

is confirmed. Combination of a neuro emulator and

RNN is consider to be powerful tool of PID gain tun-

ing for other control system.
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